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which she is bidden by these blind counsellors to 

sally forth round the globe. 
We are glad that a reaction against this craze of 

" 
greatness 

" 
has already set in. It has come none 

too soon. It will be well for us if the nation can be 
even yet saved. It will require the immediate and 

persistent efforts of every man and woman who has 

any clear eye for the country's future good and use 

fulness and honor. The danger is all the greater 
because the results of a false course are compara 

tively far off. Let all who see them " 
cry aloud 

and spare not." 
" 

Eighteousness exalteth a nation." The exalta 
tions of ambitious might may be swift and super 

ficially grand, but their end is destruction. The na 

ture of things is against them; the great interests 

of humanity are against them; whoever attempts 
them will ultimately go helplessly down with them; 
that is the lesson of the centuries, for governments 
as well as for individuals. 

44 Gentle Sentimentalists." 
The New York Sun, in its issue of June 7th, 

makes merry at the expense of what it is pleased to 
call the " gentle sentimentalists 

" 
who met in arbi 

tration conference at Lake Mohonk on the first, 
second and third of June. After reading the edi 
torial, one knows not which to do rather, whether 
to blush with a sense of the lowest humiliation at the 

patronizing spirit of the writer, or to give way to a 

feeling of pitying astonishment at the colossal igno 
rance and intellectual dulness which he naively ex 
hibits. The article would be unworthy of the 
attention of any serious man were it not found in 
what purports to be an intelligent and sensible 
newspaper. Here is some of the Sun's light: 

" It's a queer time for plans of international arbi 
tration. The war between the United States and 
Spain is a striking evidence of the futility of in 
ternational arbitration, except in comparatively 
picayune matters, or where one of two nations at 
controversy is really willing to yield to the other. 

When the feelings of either nation are strongly 
stirred, as the feelings of Americans were by the 

long misrule of the Spanish in Cuba and by the 
destruction of the Maine, the talk of arbitration is 
preposterous. ... It may be taken for granted 
that so long as a majority of the American people 
retain their common sense they will not submit any 
really important matter to arbitration. If any vital 
interest of the United States is menaced seriously, 
it must be protected by the strong hand. There is 
no other sure way of protecting it. A claim of 

right cannot be sacrificed to the chances of arbitra 
tion, which at the best is a mere lottery." 

The article then goes on to say that an altruistic 
nation would be driven to the wall, that arbitration 
in the case of many strikes is a " hopeless humbug," 
that in the present state of society "international 
arbitration, save in the matter of unregarded trifles, 

must remain a foppery and a toy," that the discussion 
of the question of arbitration is likely to have as 
little effect upon the policy of nations as would be 
that of the question, 

" Do the inhabitants of Mars 
shave ? 

" 

The writer of these profound sentences seems to 
be perfectly innocent of the fact that arbitration 
had been in use in the settlement of international 
disputes for fifty years before it was applied to 
strikes, to "bakery or shoe shop" questions. He 
knows nothing of the large number of cases of 
strikes where it has not been a "hopeless humbug," 
but a magnificent success. He has never heard of 
the splendid thirty-years' record of the Chicago 

Board of Trade in settling labor disputes in this 
way. The corruptions of New York and its Board 
of Mediation and Arbitration have blinded him to 
the existence of the Massachusetts Board of Arbi 
tration, and others of like kind, which have had 
almost uninterrupted success, and stand in the 
highest honor. No one has told him that during 
this century more than a hundred important differ 
ences between nations, covering every ground of 
dispute, have been settled by the "lottery" of 
arbitration tribunals. He would not believe if 
told, that the United States has been a party to 
fifty of these settlements ; or, to save himself, he 
would declare, with sublime composure, that in all 
these instances "the American people had not re 
tained their common sense." 

How refreshing to Washington, Hamilton and 
Jay it would have been to have been told by this 
New York luminary, which Bayard Taylor would 
probably have called a " black sun," that the three 
questions which they submitted to arbitration under 
the Jay treaty, at a time when the feelings of the 
nation were "strongly stirred," were "picayune 
matters 

" 
! Or to Grant, Sumner, Hamilton Fish, 

E. Rock wood Hoar and the United States Senate, 
to have learned from the same source that the four 
disputed matters referred to in the Geneva tribunal 
were " 

unregarded trifles, fopperies and toys." The 
San man was probably only a baby at that time, if 
he was born at all, and is to be pardoned for not 
knowing that the "feelings" of the nation were 
" 

stirred," as they have almost never been stirred, 
by these " 

unregarded trifles," whose settlement re 

quired the " toy 
" sum of more than twenty millions 

of dollars. For these and more than two score 
other cases of the settlement of "picayune" dis 

putes by the " hopeless humbug" of arbitration, we 
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refer our unsentimental friend to Professor John 
Bassett Moore, of Columbia University (now in the 
State Department), whose pamphlet on the subject 
he can doubtless get at the expense of a street-car 
ride to the upper part of New York City, only a 
little way from the Sun's office. 

The Sun pretends to believe that a claim of right 
cannot be trusted to arbitration, but must be en 
forced by 

" the strong hand." The whole history 
of arbitration condemns this position. This history . 

proves beyond question that international claims of 

right can be even more safely entrusted to tribunals 
of arbitration than claims of right in civil life can be 
entrusted to the courts of law. The failure of justice 
in the case of the former is comparatively less fre 

quent than in the latter. The Sun's position would 

require it to give up our whole system of civil law, 
which in principle is essentially the same as that of ar 

bitration, and go back to what the Germans call the 
" law of the fist." By this law of brute force, accord 

ing to the Sun's doctrine, claims of right would not be 
sacrificed ! There is no lottery about the " law of 
the fist!" Might makes right! The nation that 

gets whipped is always in the wrong! We confess 

that, rather than subscribe to a doctrine as material 
istic and immoral as this and be found in the com 

pany of those who are not ashamed to avow it in this 

enlightened age, we should infinitely prefer the com 

panionship of the " 
mugwumps and college pro 

fessors who profess to believe that the loss of the 
Maine was a proper subject for arbitration." 

Through what wisdom the Sun knows that 44 a 

country conducted on the altruistic plan would soon 
be driven to the wall" we cannot imagine. The ex 

periment has never been tried. It will be time 

enough to pronounce it a failure when it has once or 
several times been tried and found a failure. The 
Sun's definition of altruism is a little extravagant, 
manufactured evidently for the occasion. A true 
altruism and a true egoism always go together. A 
nation might be genuinely altruistic and yet give all 
the attention necessary to its own affairs and interests. 

No nation can, in fact, rightly care for its own in 
terests that does not show a sincere and unselfish 

regard for the interests of other nations. 
" A queer time for plans of international arbitra 

tion 
" 

! While the Sun was uttering this luminous 
sentence, no less than fifteen cases of international 

dispute, some of them of long standing and of the 
most irritating character, were under consideration 

by arbitration tribunals. The subject is one of per 
ennial interest. One must be thoroughly skeptical 
about the whole matter of arbitration and entirely 
ignorant of its history and workings, to consider any 
time "a queer time" for seeking to promote it. 
The friends of arbitration are not opportunists. 
Their sense of duty, however modified by circum 

stances, is not dependent on " times and seasons." 

It arises out of principles as enduring as civilization 
itself. 

" The reasonably distinguished and generally ami 
able gentlemen 

" and ladies " who aired their views 
of arbitration at Lake Mohonk 

" are not ashamed to 
be called "gentle sentimentalists." It is a very 
good title, though written in scorn, like the one 
which Pilate put upon a certain cross. They all 
believe that the world is moved by sentiment. They 
believe in gentleness as one of the greatest of the 
virtues?in fairness, in considerateness, in self 
control, in regard for the rights of others, in reason, 
in justice, in the supreme principle of love, and they 
believe in these virtues for nations as for individuals. 

They do not believe in arrogant selfishness, in disre 

gard of others, in hate and greed and violence and 
murder, either for individuals or for nations. They 
do not know whether the inhabitants of Mars shave 
or not. They leave the discussion of all such curious 

questions to the wise newspapers which suggest 
them. But there is a Mars here on earth, about 
whom they know something. They know that he 
has never shaved; that his beard and hair are long 
and tangled and clotted with blood ; that he rages 
and storms in fury, and treads down and destroys 

men, women and children, without mercy. On 
him, with the New York editor's permission, the 
amiable Mohonkers and their like propose to lay 
hands. They mean to cut off the beard in which his 

strength lies ; to give him increasing doses of " gen 
tle sentimentalism 

" 
until some afternoon, when the 

Sun is setting, he shall go to sleep never to waken 
more. 

The Mohonk Arbitration Conference. 

The Fourth Annual Conference on International 
Arbitration was held, by invitation of Mr. and Mrs. 
A. K. Smiley, on June first, second and third, at 
Lake Mohonk, N. Y. Considerable doubt had been 

expressed as to the propriety of attempting to hold 
an arbitration Conference while the war with Spain 
was in progress. Many felt, on the other hand, 
that it was a very opportune moment, and that Mo 
honk would be untrue to itself and to the ideas and 
purposes for which it stands, if it should fail to 
hold the conference, and thus confess that the cause 
of arbitration is not one of principle and perennial 
interest but only one of temporary expediency. This 
view Mr. Smiley took, and called the Conference, 
which he expects to continue from year to year 
until a permanent organized system of interna 
tional arbitration is a realized fact. 
When the Conference assembled, the absence of a 

number of persons who had taken a leading part in 
former conferences was noticeable, as was also the 
presence of a number of new men and women. 
Prominent among those absent were Ex-Senator 
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